Y6 SATs Mindset Message Games
Mini games mixing mindset and movement to help prepare for SATs
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Game

where

Finger Grab
hall
21 count
classroom
power stance classroom
Relay move
hall
Rock Paper Run playground
5 - 15
mins

physical

mindset

focus
concentrate
action
remember
Relax
manage emotions
accuracy
do our best
let off steam control what we can

No equipment
needed

Mental recharge
Physical activity
Mindset message

1. Finger grab
How to Play:
1.

Form a circle by holding hands, teacher
in the middle.

Where: HALL

2.

Drop hands. All point right hand index
finger to the ceiling, hold left hand out
to the left with palm facing up.

Physical:Focus

3.

All lie right index finger on neighbour’s
left hand.

4.

Silence, concentrate - you’re ready!

5.

Teacher shouts “go!” - aim is to move
right hand up and grab neighbour’s
finger with left hand at the same time

Score 1 point for escaping, 1 point for capturing
Progression
Teacher distracts with talking, dancing
and other distracting activities to
practice remaining focused on the task.

Mindset Message: Concentrate
SATs Link

Concentrating and avoiding distractions are really important
in this game. They are also really important in SATs if you
want to get the best out of yourself on the day.
Our top SATs tips:
• Focus on the task
• Concentrate on your own paper
• Don’t worry about what anyone else is doing

To find out more about what we do go to www.totallyrunable.com or follow us on twitter @totallyrunable

2. 21 Count
how to play:
1.

The game begins with the whole class 		
counting aloud slowly from 1 to 21.

2.

Before counting, the teacher decides
on the first rule of the game - a rule
is where a number or set of numbers
are replaced by an action e.g. number
5 is replaced by the whole class standing 		
up and sitting down.

3.

A round is completed everytime the class
reach 21 without a mistake. At the end
of each round a further rule is added thus
practising memory skills.

4.

If the class forget a rule then go back to
number 1 (or whatever number 1 is
replaced with!).

Progression
Increase counting speed, add a longer
action or add a trickier rule (e.g. replacing
multiples of 5 with the same action).
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Mindset message: Remember
Where: Classroom

SATs Link

This game is all about training your brain to remember more
things. This is a really useful skill to apply to your SATs as well.
Our top SATs tips:
• Use inventive ways to remember things - you might
remember more information by adding actions.
• If you’re stuck for an answer it might help to think back to
where you were when you learned about the topic.

To find out more about what we do go to www.totallyrunable.com or follow us on twitter @totallyrunable

3. Power Stance
1.

how to play:

Split the class into teams of 3. Give each 		
team (secretly) a feeling (see top tips for
examples).

2.

Teams take it in turns to act out their word
for the rest of the class to guess.

3.

Once each feeling has been guessed
correctly ask for feedback - what body 		
language did you use to express the
feeling? How did it make you feel?

4.

Ask the class how they would like to feel
about their SATs e.g. confident, brave, ready

5.

Ask the class to demonstrate the body 		
language for their chosen SATs feeling this is their SATs ‘power stance’ that
they can use anytime they like to help get
into that frame of mind.

Progression
Ask everyone how they might turn their
‘power stance’ into a ‘mini power stance’
for a boost of confidence to help
while seated during SATs.

Where: Classroom
physical: Relax
Mindset message: Manage Emotions
SATs Link

This game is all about recognising how body language and
thoughts can influence emotions and developing a tool to
physically change how you feel in the moment.
Our top SATs tips:
• Use a ‘mini power stance’ for a confidence boost - try
planting both feet firmily on the floor, sitting up tall or taking
a deep breath.
• 10 feelings to use in the game: angry, stressed, happy,
relaxed, nervous, scared, excited, calm, sad and determined.

To find out more about what we do go to www.totallyrunable.com or follow us on twitter @totallyrunable

4. Relay Move
1.

how to play:

Split the class into teams of 4-6 pupils. The
pupils line up in their team (one behind the
other) at one end of the hall.

Where: Hall
physical: Accuracy

2.

Each team member puts their right hand on
the right shoulder of the person in front of
them with their arm straight.

3.

When the teacher shouts “go”. The pupils at
the front of the lines put their right hand in
the air. On seeing this the pupils at
the back run to the front of their line.

Mindset message: Do Our Best

4.

On reaching the front the pupil behind
them puts their right hand on the front
pupil’s shoulder then the person at
the front puts their hand up in the air.
The person at the back can then run to the
front when they see the arm in the air.

SATs Link

5.

This continues with the teams racing each
other to the far end of the hall. The 			
aim is to be as accurate as possible if anyone on the team runs too early
the teacher can send the whole team 		
back to the start.

This game is all about accuracy - it can easily all go wrong! It is
also about discipline, honesty and keeping to the rules - it might
be frustrating but all you can do is your best. SATs are just the
same.
Our top SATs tips:
• Stay calm, follow the rules and do your best the first time.
• Don’t panic - rushing won’t help you.

To find out more about what we do go to www.totallyrunable.com or follow us on twitter @totallyrunable

5. Rock, Paper, Run
1.

how to play:

Split the class in to 2 teams. Teacher stands
on an imaginary line in the centre of the 		
playing area /playground - this is where
the teams will meet to play Rock, Paper, 		
Scissors.

Where: Playground
physical: Let Off Steam

2.

Teams start at opposite ends of the 			
playground. They each form a rough
circle in order to vote on their action 		
(will they do rock, paper, or scissors?)

Mindset message: Conrtol Waht We Can

3.

The teams then run to the middle to play.
Every member of the team must do the
same action. The teacher counts them in
with “3, 2, 1, show”.

SATs Link

4.

Rock beats scissors. Paper beats rock 		
Scissors beats paper. 1 point is awarded to
the winning team.

5.

Both teams run back to opposite ends of
the playground to make their next choice.

6.

The first team to 5, 10 or 15 points wins.

Just like SATs, this game is all about controlling what we can
control. In this game we can’t control what action the other
team does and in SATs we can’t control the questions -  but we
can always control our attitude and the effort we put in.
Our top SATs tips:
• Try your hardest and have a positive attitude - you can
only do your best.
• Results are important but not as important as your effort
and attitude.

To find out more about what we do go to www.totallyrunable.com or follow us on twitter @totallyrunable

To find out more about what we do go to www.totallyrunable.com or follow us on twitter @totallyrunable

Concentrate
Remember
Manage Emotions
Do our best
Control what we can

In our SATs we will...

